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                            IMAGINATION IS THE POWER THAT CONNECTS OUR FUTURE WITH OUR PRESENT.
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                    Who We Are

                    
                        
                            Pursue the innovation of new distribution on the basis of the revolution of the fourth industrial revolution.
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            HanIdentity Korea is a company specializing in software development and supply, entertainment (planning and production of popular culture arts), travel business, comprehensive shopping mall operation, and public relations marketing agency. We are not growing alone, but we are working hard to grow with our customers and customers. We also do our best to meet the requirements of our customers and customers.
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                            PayKhan

                        

                        
                            
                                Our platform is optimized for online shopping discounts, mobile gift coupons, advertising platforms, web drama viewing, music video viewing, music streaming, travel and accommodation discounts.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                
                            

                            General distribution / Travel

                        

                        
                            
                                We sell health supplements, cosmetics, electrical appliances, and daily necessities through a strategically configured shopping mall (welfare mall). We provide a free advanced electronic currency system to members who have received a discount on the product price, offering more convenient benefits.
                            

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                
                            

                            advertising platform

                        

                        
                            
                                Watch ads and earn advanced electronic currency every day.

                                You can see the promotional effect of advertisers through Adcan, which has a monthly viewership record of 24 million.
                            

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                    
                                
                            

                            Web Drama / Music

                        

                        
                            
                                By watching web dramas produced in various genres and listening to K-pop, jazz, hip-hop, trot, and other Korean Wave contents composed of only new songs, you can earn advanced electronic currency and distribute royalties to copyright holders in real time.
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                Get In Touch

                
                    
                        Have an idea or an epic project in mind? Talk to us.
                        Let's work together and make something great.
                        Drop us a line at
                        cs@paykhan.io
                    

                

                

                    
                        Where To Find Us

                        
                            (KsTower) 801-5, 36 Beotkkot-ro 36-gil, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
                        

                    


                    
                        Contact Info

                        	+82 2 856 1009
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